TORNADO 600 MD
Uniformity and accuracy in the
distribution of seeds and fertilizers

TORNADO 600 MD
Tornado 600 MD is a spreader, ideal for small and medium-sized
tractors for applications in small areas. With loading capacity of 600kg,
it performs the distribution of fertilizers and seeds in general by throw,
such as wheat, oats and millet. The distribution width is up to 16
meters*.

Tank
The polyethylene tank
provides protection against
corrosive products.

Closed gate

Shaker

Vazão

Tornado 600 MD has a
maniple for regulating the
product flow. It allows the
operator to control the flow
more to the right, left or
center distribution.

Used to facilitate the flow
of seeds and granulated
fertilizers.

The adjustment is
accomplished through
a doser plate.

Its circular shape reduces
the breaking of products

Deflector

It allows releasing the product on two
tracks, one for each side in relation to
the tractor displacement, with adjustable
distances ranging from 2 to 8 meters
apart, ensuring uniform distribution even
on sloping terrain.

Optional
Chinese hat
It protects the seeds, mainly
the pre germinated.

Pinheiro mixer kit

Exclusive for powder products, such as
dry limestone, organic fertilizers and wet
urea. It maintains the product loose in the
tank, so the flow keeps uniform.

Technical Specifications
Model
Tornado 600 MD
Loading capacity
600kg
Working width
6 to 16m
Hitch category I and II
Hydraulic system on the
3rd point of the tractor
Rotation (PTO)
540rpm
Length
1.70m
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Open gate

Width
1.55m
Height
1.25m
Weight
140kg
Spreading system
Single disc
Flow
Varies according to the type of
product and application speed.

Discs
Distribution discs with four blades and three
adjustment options, allowing regulations to
different products for application.

(54) 3045.3730

The gate opens through a lever,
facilitating the trimmings in the
moment of the application.

The gravity center of the load
closer to the tractor allows to
work without the need for front
weights avoiding toppling
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Its regulation is precise, allowing the
distribution of fodder seeds, even in
small quantities.

The Marketing Department reserves the right to improve and/or modify product features, without
prior notice, not assuming any obligation to continue with products previously commercialized.

*According to the type of product and application speed.

